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How to give a keynote

• Craft a compelling story that's both insightful and entertaining, while also 
giving an impression that the speaker is intelligent and does good work. 
 
 

• Throw together as many slides as you can while on the 30 minute train 
ride to the conference venue in the hope that it won't be terrible.
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The first thing you  
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The first thing you  
can do with training  

data poisoning

Backdoor SSL
Carlini & Terzis.  Poisoning and Backdooring Contrastive Learning. ICLR 2022



Self-supervised machine 
learning is the future 

- Yann LeCun



Self-supervised 
learning relies on 

"proxy tasks"



Masked language modeling ___ 
example removes random _____ 

from ___ input and asks the 
_____ to ____ in the gaps.



up



right



Why are contrastive 
models interesting? 

They do everything.







Question: 

Can you poison  
self-supervised learning?



To train a self-supervised model:

1. Crawl the internet 
2. Collect ALL THE DATA! 
3. Train on all of it
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The Internet is a cauldron of evil,  

And if you don't fully understand  
how machine learning works,  

Why would you connect the two?

- James Mickens
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A picture of an airplane 
 with some text above it

A white car with 
a red background

I took a picture of 
a frog last week

My vacation was  
really amazing!
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How do you poison one 
of these models?
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The second thing you  
can do with training  

data poisoning

Audit privacy claims
Tramer, Terzis, Steinke, Song, Jagielski, Carlini.  Debugging Differential Privacy: A Case Study for Privacy Auditing.  2022



Suppose you wanted to train 
a model on a private dataset. 

DP-SGD is one such way.
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Quantifying Privacy: 
Epsilon 

Lower epsilon => more privacy
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This is a bit suspicious...







How can you verify the 
correctness of a ML model?



1. Study the algorithm 
2. Think real hard 
3. Study the code 
4. Think real hard



OR: just run it!





1. Choose some dataset D 
2. Let D' = D + {poisoned sample} 
3. Train a model F on D 
4. Train a model F' on D' 
5. Check if F and F' are different



1. Choose some dataset D 
2. Let D' = D + {poisoned sample} 
3. Train a model F on D 
4. Train a model F' on D' 
5. Check if F and F' are different

(By measuring the loss of F and F' on the poisoned point)





This establishes epsilon>2.3 
with probability 99.9999999%

Paper's claim: epsilon<0.21 



Beware of bugs in the above code; 
I have only proved it correct,  

not tried it.  
 

- Donald E. Knuth
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The third thing you  
can do with training  

data poisoning

Increase privacy vulnerability
Tramèr, Shokri, San Joaquin, Le, Jagielski, Hong, Carlini. Truth Serum: Poisoning Machine Learning Models to Reveal Their Secrets.



1. Challenger samples dataset D, target z
2. Challenger trains model F on D + {z} 
3. Adversary gets query access to F 
4. Adversary guesses z' 
5. If z=z', adversary wins; else challenger



1. Challenger samples dataset D, target z

2. Challenger trains model F on D + {z} + {pi} 
3. Adversary gets query access to F 
4. Adversary guesses z' 
5. If z=z', adversary wins; else challenger

1b.    Adversary sends challenger poisons {pi}





What's the  
poisoning strategy?

Something really simple: 
Insert mislabeled examples.



But first:  
Why do membership  

inference attacks work?





Except it's not always  
that simple...





How can we make the 
histograms more different?
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The fourth thing you  
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data poisoning



The fourth thing you  
can't do with training  

data poisoning

Protect face recognition
Radiya-Dixit, Hong, Carlini, Tramèr. Data Poisoning Won't Save You From Facial Recognition. 2022 
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Two attacks:
1. just wait





Two attacks:
1. just wait
2. train a better model



How train a better model? 

Well ... just train on  
poisoned images!



One catch: this causes  
"clean" accuracy to drop



A fix that shouldn't work:
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• You can't use training data poisoning to ...


• protect users from face recognition


• solve wold hunger, world peace, cure covid, write good keynote talks
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Thank you  
for sticking with it


